
Reading workshop by Scholastic 
OBJECTIVES:    

1. To discuss different strategies which can inculcate love for reading in students. 

2. To collaborate as a community of teachers and share best reading practices. 

3. To understand the importance of a library and ways to make it a reader-friendly place 

The workshop began with penning down objectives in form of Wish, Want and Love. Sticky notes were provided 
for the same and they were put down on a board. The resource person, Ms. Perminda, then discussed the 
benefits of reading and importance of a library. The need for adding FUN element in reading was highlighted 
which was followed by group work in which best practices of the practitioners were discussed on the basis of two 
main pointers-  

1. Making library a student friendly zone  

2. Book at ’FAIR’ ideas. 

Many creative ideas were gathered during this interaction such as- working on the architecture of the library 
by creating colour coded shelves divided according to genres, creating fascinating reading spaces for children 
such as a pit or a lazy/hyper corner, creating a reader- friendly ambience in the library by putting up posters( can 
be made by the students to give a personal touch); showing students gimmicks(movies related to the book) to 
make the books come alive for them; some reading strategies such as story telling, treasure hunt, author’s meet) 
were also discussed. These discussions led us to one focus area that reading should be ‘Joyful’. Later in the 
session, the importance of reading aloud and rules for selecting a good book(Goldilocks rule, five finger rule) 
were discussed. The astonishing point was when we got to know the reading habits and preferences vary 
according to gender too, boys prefer to read non-fiction quick reads whereas its opposite with girls. Some focus 
areas during a read aloud were highlighted such as tone, mood, pace and intensity. 

The session ended with creation of posters on three different topics- Librarians and read alouds, why re-read 

and parents as partners. The posters were then displayed for everyone to capture the essence of the session 

through these colorfully illustrated pieces. 

                                    


